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 The install version is 1.3.5 but there is a newer version (1.4.1) available. Is it OK to install the newer version to a Lion
environment? Or are there any caveats I should be aware of? A: Yes, you can install OmniSymphony in a lion environment

(macOS 10.7) and it will run just fine. Q: In iOS and Laravel, what is the best way to use HTTP methods? I'm new to iOS and
I've just recently started with Laravel 5. It's my first time using HTTP methods and I'm getting confused. Can someone please

help me with the best way to do something like this? Say I want to make an API call from my iOS app and I want the iOS app to
make an API call on a GET and return a list of items, which is in turn, return a list of another items etc. My options are: Method
1: Make a GET to the API Handle each item and make a GET to the API for each item Return a JSONArray or something else
Method 2: Make a GET for the API (which returns a list of items) As each item is returned, make a POST to the API for each
item Method 3: Handle each item and make a GET for each item Method 4: Make a GET to the API (which returns a list of

items) Method 5: What is the best way to do this and why? I'd do it like this: POST to /items In the response, include an item ID
(ex: 19cad34) and a completed flag (ex: 1) In the next request, POST to /items/$item_id/complete In the response, include a

request id (ex: 43ae3f7) and a status code (ex: 200) In the next 520fdb1ae7
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